5 Hot tips on well-being // Map the road to your
future // What did you feed yourself today? //
Make your mix // MoJournal and Mood Meter
// Map your social tree // Where is my info? //
Word exercise //

Living Profiles
This probe was developed at Art Center College of Design as part of Project HealthDesign, a national program funded
by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. Additional information is available at www.livingprofiles.net.
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MoJournal
Objectives
To understand the teens’ view of their surroundings, emotions, habits, wellbeing, and social network.
By approaching these topics from different angles—people, places, selfreflection, times of the day, activities, and saving habits—we are looking for
busy intersections, areas of excitement and obscure elements of their lives.

Interpretations
Do they feel healthy most of the time? When?
What makes them feel healthy or not?
What are the contexts for their states of well-being?
What language do they use to describe feeling healthy?
Both visual and verbal.

“Viewing the world through their cellphone camera lenses,
we got a glimpse into their life, their environment, and their
moods that we didn’t have before. This tool helped us
to appreciate their unique perspectives. We now think that
incorporating multi-functioning cellphones into routine health
care is going to be a reality in the near future.”
~ Doctors from Children’s Hospital of Orange County
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Mood Meter
Objectives
Develop a visual chart that shows how someone feels over the course of a day
and week. Identify the factors that influence how our community feels (across
all demographics) — is it illness, friends, how others react to them, bad test
scores and what else?

INTerpretations
Animate different sequences: each teen’s week in order, all the good marks, all
the bad marks, all the morning marks, all the evening marks...
Juxtapose flip-book animations with the photos taken on the same day...
Pick the most interesting marks made and make them huge...
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MoJournal and Mood Meter
How to make your own
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How to make your own
Required materials
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Mobile phone with photo function
(such as NOKIA n93)
Phone holster that will hold phone and
Mojournal booklet
Mobile phone activated with a
data service plan
Secure blog for each teen participant
to post to via mobile phone. This may
require registration for nominal fee. **TIP:
Preprogram the phone so it automatically
sends to the blog of choice. This will eliminate
potential confusion by the User regarding
where to post photos.
Color printer that can print two sides
White paper for printing
Staples and Exacto knife for trimming booklet
Cutting surface

STEP 1 Download moJournal.pdf
STEP 2 Send to print spread 1 then flip paper and print spread 2
STEP 3 Repeat for remaining spreads
STEP 4 Check that pages have been printed in the correct sequence
STEP 5 Trim all pages to crop marks
STEP 6 Fold and staple pages together as shown

Size 4” x 4”
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User instructions
TOOLS
•

Pen

This booklet asks that you to take a series of photographs using the
provided cellular phone. Each day you are provided a list of 3 to 8 themes
that you will need to photograph. After each item is photographed you
are to add a subject name and comment on the photograph you just took.
You will then upload both the photograph and the comment to your blog.
You will do this for a total of 7 days.
Please read the phone instructions on how to take a photo.

TEST: Do a test entry
Take a photo of your favorite place in your house.
After the photo has been taken, In the subject line type the theme you
were asked to photograph, in this case it was your “favorite place.”
In the body of the message, write a short description of the subject or
situation you have photographed and the reason why you picked this
particular place to represent that theme.
Hit SEND.
It should be sent to the provided blog address. The address is saved on
your phone as: dognod mojournal. The blog is password protected so only
you and the research team will have access to your account.
Please confirm your photo and comment has uploaded by going to your
blog online at xxxxxxxxxx@blogger.com.
Once confirmed you may begin your DAY 1 photographs.
You will do the exact same steps for each photo you are asked to take in
the booklet.

OVER THE WHOLE WEEK,
Take pictures of the people in your life:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

friends
a supportive person
my favorite person
a smart person
family
my doctor or healthcare person.
weird people
someone I trust
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DAY 1 ___________ (day of the week)
Take a look at your personal space and send us at least one picture of each
of these things:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

my favorite place
I have customized this
my favorite object in my room
the spirit of my room
I don’t like about my room
where I hide stuff
the view out of my window

DAY 2 ___________ (day of the week)
Think about the stage of your life you’re in and take at least one picture of
each of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I’ve grown out of
represents the new me
something red
something inviting
I don’t have, but want
I want more of
something I’m proud of

DAY 3 ___________ (day of the week)
Keep your phone on you and respond to our text messages.
TXT PROMPTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 10:00 a.m. — “Send a picture of where you are now. What are you
@
doing? What’s your mood?”
@ 12:00 p.m.
@ 2:00 p.m.
@ 4:00 p.m.
@ 6:00 p.m.
@ 8:00 p.m.
@ 10:00 p.m.

DAY 4 ___________ (day of the week)
Take 3 pictures today of things that improve your health. Take 3 pictures of
things that you do for yourself.
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DAY 5 ___________ (day of the week)
Show us how you interview your mom by mobile phone:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ask your mom for a 2-question interview.
take her portrait so her head fills the screen.
ask her what kind of animal she would be if she were an animal.
text message her answer with her portrait
text message the kind of animal you think she would be if she were an
animal.
ask your mom if she is allergic to anything.
text her answer
text what you’re allergic to, if anything

DAY 6 ___________ (day of the week)
Take 1 picture of the public you, and take 1 picture of the
private you.

DAY 7 ___________ (day of the week)
Show us how you keep track of the following things:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

memories
appointments and dates
music
valuables
medications
homework
collections

Instructions for the Mood Meter
Express how you are feeling at each prompt by making a mark in the circle
located at the bottom of each day’s page. Use the size and shape of your
mark to help represent how you feel.
A small mark means you feel bad, a large mark means you feel great. A
scribbled mark could mean you are feeling busy or a smiley face could
mean… Well you know.
Next to each mark, note what made you feel this way.
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MoJournal and Mood Meter
Kit of parts
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moJournal

and
mood meter

Living profiles: MoJournal and Mood Meter: KIT OF PARTS: Spread 1

[your name]

moJournal

For this activity, you will
take a series of photos using
the provided camera phone.

valuables
medications

Each day we have provided

homework

you with a list of 3 to 8 themes
to photograph. There is also a
list that you may take the whole
week to complete. After you take
each picture, you will add a title
and comments. Then, you upload
your photographs to the blog
we have set up for you. Feel free
to visit your blog online and add
comments to the entries anytime
during the 7 days of this activity.
*Please read the phone instructions
on how to take a photo.

collections

[mood meter p.m.]
why:
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[instructions]

day 7

day of week

Show us how you keep track
of the following things:

Do a test entry:

1. Take a photo of your
favorite place in your house.

memories
appointments
and dates
music

2. After the photo has been
taken, close the camera cover,
and use the right-hand button to
open “Lifeblog.” Use the joystick
to select the picture you just took.
Select “Options” with the left
button, and then scroll to and
select “Post to Web.”

3. in the “Title” line, type
the theme you were asked to
photograph, in this case it was
your “favorite place.”

[mood meter a.m.]
why:

4. In the “Body Text” area,
write a short description of the
subject or situation you have
photographed and the reason
why you picked this particular
place to represent that theme.
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[theme list]
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[...continued]

5. When you have finished the
entry, select “Options” and “Send.”
You will see the progress of the
upload. It should take about 30
seconds to complete.
6. Please confirm that your photo
and comments have uploaded
by going to your blog online at:
http://dognodmojournal.typepad.
com/__________________________/

Your username is:
_______________________________
You’ll find your password
on the separate card.

[mood meter p.m.]
why:

day 6

day of week

Take 1 picture of the
public you, and take 1 picture
of the private you.
public me
private me

Once the upload is confirmed, you
may begin your “Day 1” and “Over
the week” photographs.
You will follow the exact same
steps for each photo you are
asked to take in the booklet.
Check off the themes after you
have taken the pictures.
* For security reasons, please don’t
try to share you blog or any of the
entries you make. Only use the first
names, or nicknames, of anyone
you may mention in the moJournal.

Have fun!
[mood meter a.m.]
why:
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[theme list]

mood meter

Use the circles at the bottom
of each page to mark how you
feel each morning and evening.

question 2

• Take her portrait so her
head fills the screen.

1. The size and shape of
your mark represents how you feel
at that moment. (A small mark
means you feel bad, a large mark
means you feel great. A scribbled
mark could mean you are feeling
busy or a smiley face could mean...
well you know.)

• Ask her what kind of
animal she would be if
she were an animal.
• Write her answer in the
body of the post.
• At the end of the message
write the kind of animal
you think she would be
if she were an animal.

2. Next to each mark, note what
made you feel this way.

[mood meter p.m.]
why:
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[instructions]

day 5

day of week

Interview your mom
by mobile phone. Ask
her 2 questions:
question 1
• Take a picture of your mom
that shows the room or space
that she is in.
• Ask your mom if she thinks
she has allergies.
• Write her answer in the body
of the post.
• Also write what you’re
allergic to, if anything.

[mood meter a.m.]
why:
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[theme list]

over the
week

Take pictures
of the people in your life:

And take 3 pictures
of things that
you do for yourself.

friends

I do for myself

a supportive person

I do for myself

my favorite person

I do for myself

[mood meter a.m.]
why:

[mood meter p.m.]
why:
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[theme list]

day 4

day of week

Take 3 pictures today
of things that improve
your health.

a smart person
family

improves my health

my doctor or
health care person

improves my health

weird people

improves my health

someone I trust

[mood meter a.m.]
why:

[mood meter p.m.]
why:
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[theme list]
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[theme list]

day 1

day of week

Take a look at your personal
space and send at least one
picture of each of these:
my favorite place
I have customized this
my favorite object
in my room

[mood meter a.m.]
why:

[mood meter p.m.]
why:

day 3

day of week

Keep your phone on
you and respond to
our text messages.

the spirit of my room
something I don’t
like about my room
where I hide stuff
the view out of
my window

[mood meter a.m.]
why:

[mood meter p.m.]
why:
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[theme list]

day 2

day of week

Think about the stage of your
life you’re in. Take at least one
photo of each of the following:

something inviting
I don’t have,
but want

I’ve grown out of

I want more of

represents the new me

something I’m
proud of

something red

[mood meter a.m.]
why:

[mood meter p.m.]
why:
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[theme list]

